
Dear Richard, 2/23/91 
The enclosed record may be informative to David. First because it was at least 

in the time in which he is interested SOP for the BBI to address all SACs with a com= 

munication to Albany. Noteat the bottom. 2 copies to all offices. Second because it 

is an ‘example of what I told him, that the FBI hides its electronic surveillances by 

€lassifying them as administrative matters. Note the 66 file classification by the 

San Franciscon office, from which I got this copys 

I'd never noticed a 66 file mumber that I recall before this that used a letter. 

I presume the use of "B" indicatbs instructions to removed taps and bugse 

They made a card on it and notified one SA, who I take it handled the records 

and another who may have supervised the bugs and taps. 

Aside from indicating that there was a search the form was not filled in. this 

May or may not mean it—wae—net—mean it was not in the general files, retrieval from 

wich do require indexing. They may use a separate card file. 

tye file classification 139, the only filing indication posted, so the second 

copy is in 66, denotes interception of communications. That was one of bast s businesses. 

He also sold the equipment. 

| Hirschkop was then a cause lawyer. At about this time he latched onto a client 

who made him rich, as I was told in any event, and he did a remarkable job for them, the 

sons of H.L.Hunt. They were guilty as hell and caught in a conspiracy and did not go 

to jail. 

in fact, the afternoon of the night he left for Texas withStxwas told was his 

expectation, as he then told me. He had XX paid his dues. “ve handled many ACLU and 

similar cases and there was a real reactionary effort to disbar him in Virginia. 

Best regards,
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oe hese has advised that captioned subjects 
have been indicted in the District of Columbia on Federal 
interception of communications .SHAEGeS« 

  

Accordingly, the Department: has instructed that 
procedures should be instituted to preclyde the monitoring of. - 
subjects, their attorneys, or any defense strategy conversations a: 
until such time as prosecution has been completed and the yore 
Department issues notice ed the restrictions may be removed. | 

Tle Ce In complying with ‘this: request ‘from the Department; 
all offices should be guided by the instructions set forth in 
SAC Letter 69-43, dated 8/13/69, and apply them to all electroni{ 
surveillances now a operation as-well as those installed while — 
the above nes tes ons are in effect.’ Pik Aes ‘ 
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Gepaetient- hor identisiea subjects" <ebeotnene ase’ 
Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C., 

2000k, and Bernard Fen erwald, Tes 905 get Street, Northwest, 
06. gee Pa — ot - 
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ee uO Bast ‘yastdea in McLean, Weeinis, and is ‘employed by 

, eaptionad corporation at 1404 New York Avenuer,; Northwest, 
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